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And all of a sudden, you have a million decisions to make:
Where will we have the reception? What should my dress
look like? What kind of flowers?
Your wedding day
will make memories
to cherish for a
lifetime. And
photography will help
you share those
memories with
friends and family.

Engagement Portrait Session at Sandy Neck
Beach, Sandwich, MA.

Let me help you create those memories with photography
that captures all of the moments that are important to you.
Getting ready with your bridesmaids . . . arriving at the
church . . . the ceremony . . . and all of the joyful, festive
moments at your reception. Together, we can capture the
moments you’ll treasure forever.
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Working together, we will plan photography that captures
all of the moments that matter to you.
At our first meeting, we’ll talk about what you want, and how to
make it happen. We’ll discuss the look, the balance of candid and
formal shots, and begin to develop a list of the people and
moments
that matter
most to you.
Are there
pictures you
love, from
friends’
weddings or
from
magazines?

Please bring them along, and we’ll talk about ways to
incorporate the features you love into the photography for
your wedding.
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Before the Ceremony
So many special moments happen even before the ceremony.
We can begin as you get ready, or start with the preparations
before the ceremony. These private moments with friends and
family are what you’ll remember.

The Ceremony
Begins

Processional,
speakers, vows,
ring exchange,
kiss and
recessional; all the elements we think of in a wedding. What will
make yours special are the many choices you’ve made in
preparation. When you look back over your photos, all of the
decisions about flowers and dresses, participants and guests, will
come back to you, and help you to relive those beautiful
memories.

Portraits
Traditionally, a formal portrait session
happens immediately after the
ceremony. This is a great opportunity
to capture combinations of friends and
family, members of the bridal party,
and the newly- married couple, and a
chance for all of those special people to extend the joy of the
ceremony.
Many couples choose their wedding locations for the beauty of
the setting, and we can plan ahead to capture that beauty to its
fullest in your portraits. Churches, beaches, boardwalks and
jetties, lighthouses and family properties are all possible
locations. We can also do portraits at the reception site.
As we plan the day’s photography, we can discuss the location
and the timeline. Some couples choose to spend only fifteen
minutes for formal portraits, while others take as many as fortyfive. Again, we will work together to determine what works
best for you and your wedding schedule. We can even do
portraits before the ceremony---if you don’t mind seeing each
other before the big moment.

Reception Photography
Just as the wedding ceremony celebrates your commitment to
each other, the reception celebrates the commitment of friends
and family to the bridal couple and their new life together.

Reception photography captures both the details you’ve planned
for---flowers and food, music and friendship---and the
spontaneous fun that happens when people come together.
From the arrival of guests to the introduction of the wedding
party, through toasts and first dances, cake cutting and tossing
the bouquet, photographs will preserve the joy for years to
come.
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When do I receive my wedding photography?
I provide you with an online preview within 2-3 weeks of your
wedding and deliver your entire wedding within 5-6 weeks.
Do I receive the digital files from my wedding?
With my 7 and 9 hour packages, I include a disc with
approximately 400 to 900 images from your wedding.
Do you offer videography?
I offer videography and take 10% off the price of your
photography and videography package.
Natural light vs. flash photography?
I use natural light for the most part and use a flash in lower light
situations. No flash during your wedding vows.
What type of equipment do you use?
I use quality Canon Digital 5D Mark II cameras, 21.1 megapixel /
full frame. I use several lenses with different focal lengths to add
variety and perspective to your wedding photography.
Do you photograph in RAW format?
I use RAW full quality file format. Each image is about 20
megabytes and I convert them for you to high resolution JPEGS
about 10 megabytes.
Do you work with an assistant?
I have an assistant for my 7 and 9 hour photography packages.
Can I order albums from you?
I have a product line ranging from wedding albums, thank you notes,
enlargements, guest books, on- line viewing to DVD slide shows.
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Thank you so much for all you did at our wedding! My friends
noted that you were very busy taking lots of pics but somehow
never seemed to interfere with anything. It was great how you kept
me focused on my plan too :)...I was so distracted and
overwhelmed with the need to talk to EVERYONE. I hope all is
well and look forward to seeing the finished products! Marybeth
(O'Donnell) Waite, Irish Village.

The pictures are absolutely perfect! Looking at them, I could feel
every emotion that I felt that day. Thank you so much for being a
part of Chris and my day. It meant a lot to both Chris and I that
you didn't make the process feel like a business transaction. You
were really there with us the whole day - and even stayed late to
get some INCREDIBLE pictures at the gazebo. Such a fantastic
idea! Warmly, Jaime and Chris Haynes,
Cape Cod Museum of Fine Arts

I just went through the pictures
of my wedding on pictage.com
and loved them! Thank you so
much!! Thanks again, Laura
Gaurino, Chatham Bars Inn,

Can't wait to see the photos!!
You were a joy to work with!
Thank you for being so quick getting everything out!! We
received the discs yesterday in the mail. The pictures are
amazing!!!! Thank you!!! :) Cortney Bernard Nauticus Marina,

The photographs are beautiful! We love
them. I can't wait to see the rest.
Christine and Matt, Chequessett Yacht and
Country Club
Thanks the pictures are amazing
love them :) Cannot wait to share them with
my friends and family.
Meghan, Flying Bridge
I saw the pictures on pictage today and they
came out incredible! For some reason I
knew that they would. Thanks so much for
all your work! And we definitely would like
to re-book for baby pics as soon as the little guy comes home. :)
Amy Lopes, Captain Linnell House
We love the wedding photos. We are very impressed by your
work. Do you ever make professional albums? Thank you,
Elizabeth Ebner, Wequassett Inn
We saw the pictures...they are
BEAUTIFUL! We are very happy
with them and very impressed.
You did such an amazing job of
capturing us and the day and we
can't thank you enough!!! We
were worried we'd never get a
really great picture of us because
we're not the most photogenic
people, but somehow you captured
tons of pictures that we absolutely
LOVE! =)
Thank you again, you were so wonderful to work with! Julie and
Kevin, Lighthouse Inn
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Rhonwen has been photographing
weddings in New England for ten
years. She uses a photojournalistic
approach to capture the spontaneous,
unscripted moments that make every
wedding unique and special.

A member of the Professional
Photographers of Cape Cod and the
Cape Cod Art Association, Rhonwen
holds a B.F.A. and an M.A. in Art, with concentrations in
photography and videography. Her fine art photography has
appeared regularly in local shows and galleries since 1992.

Contact Rhonwen, and let her help you make your wedding
visions into a reality you’ll treasure for years to come.
Rhonwe n Churchill Vos
508-420-0946
info@rchurchillphoto.com
www.rchurchillphoto.com
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